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The current challenge for London attractions

Understanding how TRUST and CONFIDENCE is building among the attractions-visiting public

Helping us to understand how our prospective audiences are feeling and plan accordingly

As attractions have re-opened, there are three key questions being commonly posed:

Who are the audiences yet to return? 

What are the issues and concerns that are preventing this return?

What are the prospects for increasing visitor capacity within attractions?
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How have we been generating insights to meet this challenge? 
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668 

survey 

responses

Periodic waves of online research among representative samples of the attractions-visiting public:

“UK adults who visited at least one attraction in the UK in 2019”

Wave 1: 20-24 April Wave 2: 13-18 May Wave 3: 9-12 June

Initial lockdown easing England

(13 May)

England gardens open (1 Jun),

zoos / shops (15 Jun)

Wave 4: 8-11 July

England indoor attns /

hospitality open (4 Jul)

919 

survey 

responses

1,065 

survey 

responses

716 

survey 

responses

413 

survey 

responses

Wave 5: 26 Aug-2 Sep

(LONDON)

End of school holidays /

Eat Out to Help Out

Gtr. 

London

(208)

Up to 

1hr Lon

(205)



By way of context, at the time that the BVA-BDRC tracker was discontinued in mid-
August, fears were steadily growing around a second wave of Covid-19
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Timing of ALVA Attractions Recovery Tracker waves



Public sentiment tracking from YouGov also indicates only a slow building of confidence 
in visiting crowded places and touching objects in public
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17-20 July (Ipsos)



35% of Londoners and 42% of those living within 1 hour of central London have now 
visited an attraction after re-opening, although not necessarily in London 
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Museums / art galleries

Theme parks

Historic houses, stately homes,
palaces

Farm attractions

Castles & historic monuments

Zoos & safari parks

Gardens

Country parks & nature reserves

Already visited As soon as the opportunity arises

Will wait and see what happens for short while Unlikely to want to visit for a long time

Wave 5:  HOW SOON do you think it will be before you visit 

each of these types of attraction after they re-open (%)

Q: Thinking about how you feel at the moment, how soon do you think it will be before you visit each of these types of attraction after they re-open?

Attractions Recovery Tracker

Bases: All who tend to visit this type of attraction – Wave 5
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Indeed, the proportion of the market claiming to have visited an attraction is growing steadily.  
However, a third of the market remains ‘stubbornly cautious’ about visiting anywhere  
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Bases: All respondents living in London / SE (Waves 1-4) / living in London or 1 hour travel to Central London (Wave 5)

% of the market who ALREADY HAVE or will visit at least one attraction type

‘AS SOON AS THE OPPORTUNITY ARISES’ after re-opening

Q: Thinking about how you feel at the moment, how soon do you think it will be before you visit each of these types of attraction after they re-open?

Attractions Recovery Tracker
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39

Wave 1 (20-24 April) Wave 2 (13-18 May) Wave 3 (9-12 June) Wave 4 (8-11 July) Wave 5 (26 Aug-2 Sep)

Already/as soon as opp. Arises Visited already

WAVE 5 Gtr.Lond
1hr 

Ctl.Lond

Already/as soon 

as opp. 
64 62

Visited already 35 42
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Those who have already returned are still more likely to be younger adults, those with 
children and frequent visitors
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Bases: All respondents living in London / within 1hr of Central London, Wave 5 (413)

% who claim to ALREADY HAVE visited at least one attraction type after re-opening

Q: Thinking about how you feel at the moment, how soon do you think it will be before you visit each of these types of attraction after they re-open?

Attractions Recovery Tracker

46% among those 

with children

36% among those 

without children
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Those in the ‘stubbornly cautious’ third of the market are more likely to be older or 
infrequent attraction visitors 
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Bases: All respondents living in London / within 1hr of Central London, Wave 5 (413)

% who WILL WAIT AND SEE or UNLIKELY TO WANT TO VISIT FOR A LONG TIME for all attraction types

Q: Thinking about how you feel at the moment, how soon do you think it will be before you visit each of these types of attraction after they re-open?

Attractions Recovery Tracker

34% among those 
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38% among those 

without children
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For the ‘stubbornly cautious’ third of the market, avoiding anywhere perceived as 
‘crowded’ is the priority – a particular barrier to visiting London for those living outside
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Q: Please tell us in your own words how you currently feel about visiting attractions after they have re-opened to the public. Please give as much detail as possible.

Q: Please tell us in your own words how you currently feel specifically about visiting attractions in Central London after they have re-opened to the public. How is this different to how you feel about visiting attractions generally.

Attractions Recovery Tracker

London is so much more populated and

they have the highest (or had not sure in

this moment) outbreaks. People are less

cautious there which is why I would avoid

it for the second outbreak.

I am very cautious around

large crowds and being at

attractions is not top of my

agenda currently.

Still a but nervous being in a

public space where there

potentially could be a lot of

people which are not

observing social distancing

I am a little bit cautious

as London gets very

busy, and is a hotspot

for tourists.

i am happy to return but have mostly avoided them due to

hearing that they are very busy. Very few people have gone

abroad on holiday due to coronavirus, which has led to

venues becoming crowded. I would prefer to wait until visitor

numbers have settled down.

I am glad that life is getting

back to a more normal feeling

but have reservations about

being in crowds.

I am not comfortable about

being out in public. People

don't follow distancing

guidelines, they think wearing

a mask makes them immune.

14% of market continue to mention fear of 

crowds or concern over behaviour of others

Base: All respondents living in London / within 1hr of Central London, Wave 5 (413)

15% of market spontaneously mention crowds as a 

barrier which makes London different

12% among Londoners 19% among those living 

up to 1hr outside London

Press coverage of crowding on the

tube does concern me so will not

visit central London yet

I don't feel comfortable visiting

Central London as it has a high

population density and tends to

be overcrowded

I'm even more nervous about visiting

places in London, as there's bound to

be more people at them. Normally

when you visit a place of interest in

London it is jam packed with people

from all over the UK & tourists as well.

I wouldn't want to risk it at the moment.

London is most populous

place in UK and therefore I

would either wait until it is

safer than current situation

or vaccines are out.

I am concerned that it is likely that

London attractions will have higher

volumes of visitors than perhaps will be

the case in other areas simply because

there are more people living and

working in London and it also tends to

have the highest numbers of tourists to

the UK too so greater chances of

getting infected by the virus

Last place I'm gonna go!!! Far too

many people, too many ignorant

people, too many 'tourists' bringing

germs in from elsewhere...

https://www.alva.org.uk/index.cfm


Therefore, the measures in place to limit ‘crowds’ at attractions and reassure on 
distancing are still critical if we want to maintain and further build market confidence
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Q: Please tell us in your own words how you currently feel about visiting attractions after they have re-opened to the public. Please give as much detail as possible.

Attractions Recovery Tracker

I like visiting places where there is a

staggered entry. RHS + National

Trust offer this.

If I can see they have taken

appropriate steps to ensue

the safety of staff and visitors

then I have no issues with

visiting attractions.

I would feel a little nervous venturing into venues whereby there

were no safety guidelines or procedures put in place in order to

ensure visitors safety was first and foremost highlighted within their

reopening plans during these times

Ok if following government

guidelines and have Covid 19

safety certificate but not busy

attractions like theme parks

I would feel safe as long as they follow the

correct guidelines, i.e. social distancing,

hand sanitizers, reduced numbers with

more timeslots etc

I am comfortable visiting

these attractions

provided that they are

COVID secure

10% of market now spontaneously mention 

needing to know procedures are in place 

Base: All respondents living in London / within 1hr of Central London, Wave 5 (413)

5% specifically mention the need for 

advanced ticketing as reassurance

I have no problem with current

arrangements- the booking and one way

systems make sense to limit numbers

I don't mind going, as long as we have to book

timed slots to minimise crowds and as long as

people wear masks. It would be good if staff

monitor the wearing of face masks and help to

enforce it too.

https://www.alva.org.uk/index.cfm


Indeed, there remains significant anxiety around using many services at attractions, 
especially interactives, toilets and indoor events
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Wave 5: Will feel more anxious or uncomfortable about using than usual at attractions (%)
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Attractions Recovery Tracker

Q: At visitor attractions which of these, if any, would / do you feel more anxious or uncomfortable about using than usual after they have re-opened?
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As other areas of the visitor economy have opened up – restaurants, shops and toilets –
anxiety around using these facilities has begun to decline.  However, anxiety around using 
interactives and attending indoor events has, if anything, hardened
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Wave 5: Will feel more anxious or uncomfortable about using than usual at attractions (%)
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Attractions Recovery Tracker

Q: At visitor attractions which of these, if any, would / do you feel more anxious or uncomfortable about using than usual after they have re-opened?
Base: All respondents living in London / within 1hr travel of Central London, Wave 5 (413)
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We can see that indoor cafes and toilets, although still in the high anxiety area, are a 
lower source of concern now than in previous months
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Wave 5: Level of anxiety among those who would ordinarily use
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Attractions Recovery Tracker

Q: At visitor attractions which of these, if any, would / do you feel more anxious or uncomfortable about using than usual after they have re-opened?

High anxiety, High use

PRIORITY MEASURES

High anxiety, Low use
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Base: All respondents living in London / within 1hr travel of Central London, Wave 5 (413)
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Unlike in July, awareness of ‘We’re Good to Go’ is now lower among the target ‘wait and see what

happens for a short while’ segment, indicating that these people have been successfully migrated to

‘visitors’ in the past few weeks

15Base: All respondents living in London / within 1hr travel of Central London, Wave 5 (413)

Awareness of the ‘We’re Good to Go’ mark (%)

Q: “We’re Good To Go” is the official UK mark to signal that a tourism and hospitality business has worked hard to follow Government and industry COVID-19 guidelines and has a process in place to maintain

cleanliness and aid social distancing. Have you seen this official UK mark anywhere?

Attractions Recovery Tracker

22%

78%

8% seen at an attraction

10% seen on website / promo. material of attn.

11% seen in the news or elsewhere

23%

77%

Yes, seen this mark No, not seen this mark

Wave 5 (26 Aug-2 Sep)Wave 4 (9-11 July)
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The ongoing important role of ‘We’re Good to Go’ is clear. With a high proportion of the market remaining 
cautious, there is strong evidence that the mark is having a major positive impact upon visit confidence
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Impact of the ‘We’re Good to Go’ mark (%)

Q: If an attraction had this official UK mark, what impact would it have on your attraction-visiting behaviour?

Attractions Recovery Tracker

9%

30%

34%

27%

I would not visit an attraction unless I knew
they had this mark

This mark would give me a lot more
confidence to visit an attraction

This mark would give me a little more
confidence to visit an attraction

This mark would make no difference as to
whether or not I visited an attraction

10%

32%

31%

27%

Wave 5 (26 Aug-2 Sep)Wave 4 (9-11 July)

Base: All respondents living in London / within 1hr travel of Central London, Wave 5 (413)
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It should be recognised that there is some concern over lack of spontaneity and a ‘poorer’ 
experience with Covid measures in place, but this is far outweighed by the confidence building 
benefits that these bring 
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Attractions Recovery Tracker

I hope that they have good safety and social

distancing (or other relevant) measures in place. I

worry that certain features/places might be

closed due to not being able to socially distance

and it might not be worth going.

Not planning to at present. I find the restrictions

- masks, specific routes, pre-booking, time

limited slots etc all detract too much from the

experience to make it worthwhile going.

Doubtful, I've heard that we need to book

specific time slots for museums/galleries and

then follow a set route. not very spontaneous

I personally wouldn't be afraid of going to somewhere like an art

gallery. I'd actually be more put off by the idea of having to book

and have a specific time slot and only being able to spend a

certain amount of time in there.

The fact that you now have to book a timed slot at things like National

Trust properties puts me off totally. You can't just see it's a nice day &

head off to somewhere. So I'm not visiting any attractions yet.

I feel pleased that attractions have reopened especially

with having children and the weather being great. It is

frustrating that attractions have limited numbers and that

you have to book in advance; this has limited the number of

attractions that we have been able to visit this summer. But

we have felt safe attending the ones we have.

I don't feel there is an innate risk at visiting these kind of places,

as it is very unlikely that I will spend sufficient time closer than 1m

to others for virus to spread. I am only worried that measures

enacted in the name of hygiene will zap all kinds of enjoyment

from visiting and they have ruined the spontaneous trips when

weathers nice and you wake up feeling like a trip out as some

make you book in advance.

Will the experience be as good as before?
(5% spontaneous mentions at Wave 5)

Q: Please tell us in your own words how you currently feel about visiting attractions after they have re-opened to the public. Please give as much detail as possible.

Base: All respondents living in London / within 1hr of Central London, Wave 5 (413)

https://www.alva.org.uk/index.cfm


An example of the increasing polarising of views is with face coverings.  With their mandatory 
use has come some renewed push back.  As many people now make spontaneous negative 
comments about masks as positive comments
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As long as there are things in

place such as mandatory

mask; distancing (i.e. not

overcrowded) hand sanitiser

stations etc. I'm happy to go

I would feel safe visiting

attractions but i don't think i

would enjoy visiting them

having to wear masks and etc

If I have to go through all the social

distancing, booking a time, restricted

movement and wearing a mask, I

would rather not go.

I don’t mind visiting them but I

don’t want to go to any where U

have to wear a mask all the time

Timing of ALVA Attractions Recovery Tracker waves

Am happy too - as long as

social distancing and mask

protocols are followed -

happy to visit

5% positive 5% negative

I feel fine visiting attractions if

they adhere to the social

distance rule and face mask



For Central London attractions, fear of using public transport is an additional huge 
barrier to overcome – especially among those travelling in from outside London  
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Base: All who ever use each form of transport to travel to visitor attractions, Wave 5

Wave 5:  How will you feel about using each of these types of public 

transport to travel to visitor attractions after they re-open? (%)

Q: Before the Coronavirus outbreak, there may have been some visitor attractions that you travelled to by public transport.

How do you feel about using each of these types of public transport to travel to visitor attractions after they have re-opened?

Attractions Recovery Tracker
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Growth in confidence in using public transport, even among Londoners, has been slow.  
Around a third still would not use the Underground and public buses to visit attractions

20

% of Londoners ANXIOUS AND WOULD NOT USE public transport to visit attractionsAttractions Recovery Tracker
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Base: All Londoners who ever use each form of transport to travel to visitor attractions

Q: Before the Coronavirus outbreak, there may have been some visitor attractions that you travelled to by public transport.

How do you feel about using each of these types of public transport to travel to visitor attractions after they have re-opened?
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A staggering 30% of the market spontaneously mentioned concern over using public transport 
as something which made the prospect of visiting attractions in London different from elsewhere

21

Attractions Recovery Tracker

Don't think I will even go to central London for a long

time. The thought of using some facilities like public

transport eg Tube is a no-no for me currently.

I have not ventured to central London for the risk

of over crowding on public transport to get there.

With small children this is the biggest fear as

they are not protected by masks

To visit attractions in central London , I would have to travel by train or tube

& I do not feel at all comfortable using either, especially the tube, at the

moment. This will prevent me even considering visiting anything there. I'm

more inclined to visit somewhere where I could drive.

I would need to use public transport so this is an additional

concern. At present I wouldn't use public transport for leisure

purposes. as for the attraction itself, there is no difference

I would have no issues with visiting attractions in Central London. It is having

to use public transport that is more likely to put me off in the short term.

I would like to visit them but am not prepared to travel on

public transport, so I am only visiting places in the

countryside, which I can drive to

I am not comfortable travelling to Central London as I would need to

use the Tube and not all passengers are wearing masks.

Spontaneous mentions of what makes visiting London attractions different

Concerns over using public transport 

Q: Please tell us in your own words how you currently feel about visiting attractions after they have re-opened to the public. Please give as much detail as possible.

Base: All respondents living in London / within 1hr of Central London, Wave 5 (413)

26% among Londoners
33% among those living 

up to 1hr outside London

The transport to get there is the main worry and the

crowded tube stations etc Would love to go to the V&A

again and or art galleries/cafes

Government are saying not to use transport unless you

have to, so I am not going into London. The underground in

particular is quite worrying. I am missing going to places

especially theatre in London

https://www.alva.org.uk/index.cfm


Above all, the reputation of the sector and its attractions among the public is paramount if we are 
to build confidence and future visits.  Feedback from visitors so far has been largely excellent, 
which bodes well for the vital word of mouth recommendation 

22Base: All respondents living in London / 1hr travel to Central London visiting each type of sire since re-opening

Wave 5: Rating of Coronavirus safety measures in place around the site among visitors (out of 10)

(N.B. beware small sample base sizes)
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Attractions Recovery Tracker

Q: Thinking about your visit(s) to (ATTRACTION TYPE) in general since re-opening, on a scale of 1 to 10, where 10 is Excellent and 1 is Very Poor, how would you rate the Coronavirus safety measures in place around the site(s)?
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Key take-outs for London’s 

attractions



Key take-outs / 1 (Wave 5: 26 Aug – 2 Sep)

35% of Londoners who are in the attractions-visiting market and 42% of those living outside London (within

one hour of Central London) have now visited an attraction after re-opening, although not necessarily in

London itself

Against a backdrop of a growing fear of a second virus wave and only a slow building of confidence in

visiting crowded places, we are seeing a third of the market remaining ‘stubbornly cautious’ about visiting

anywhere – more likely to be older or more infrequent attraction visitors

For the ‘stubbornly cautious’, avoiding anywhere perceived as ‘crowded’ is the priority (whether a city /

area or individual attraction) – a particular barrier to visiting London for those living outside. Continuing the

‘visit London when it’s quiet’ message therefore remains critical – perceptions of London as busy and full of

tourists are still present

For Central London attractions, fear of using public transport is an additional huge barrier to overcome,

especially among those travelling in from outside London. Growth in confidence has been slow and a

staggering 30% of the market spontaneously mentioned concern over using public transport as something

which made the prospect of visiting attractions in London different from elsewhere



Key take-outs / 2 (Wave 5: 26 Aug – 2 Sep)

Significant anxiety remains around using indoor facilities, especially interactives, indoor events and toilets.

Measures to limit ‘crowds’ and reassure on distancing are therefore still critical if we want to maintain and

further build market confidence

It should be recognised that there is some concern over the lack of spontaneity that pre-booking brings

and a ‘poorer’ experience with Covid measures in place, but this is far outweighed by the confidence

building benefits that these generate#

With mandatory use of face coverings has come some renewed push back. As many people now make

spontaneous negative comments about masks as positive comments – mainly around hassle and comfort

The ongoing important role of ‘We’re Good to Go’ is clear. With a high proportion of the market remaining

cautious, there is strong evidence that the mark is having a major positive impact upon visit confidence

Above all, the reputation of the sector and its attractions among the public is paramount if we are to build

confidence and future visits. Feedback on safety measures from visitors so far has been largely excellent

(74% rate measures at least 8 out of 10), which bodes well for vital word of mouth recommendation
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Questionnaire:  Wave 1 (20-24 April)



Questionnaire:  Wave 2 (13-19 May)



Questionnaire:  Wave 3 (9-12 June)



Questionnaire:  Wave 4 (8-11 July)



Questionnaire:  Wave 5 (26 Aug – 2 Sep)


